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What is whipped soap? Whipped Soap can

also be called foaming bath butter,

foaming bath whip, foaming bath base,

body frosting… There are many things

you can call it! Essentially, it is a

surfactant based soap made with

humectants, and stable fatty acids that

are melted, combined, then whisked to

perfection. The whisking introduces air to

the dense base you’ve created and turns

it into light, fluffy soap. It can be used to

shave with, as a beautiful piped soap, or

even as a creamy body scrub! 

There are, of course, ready-made bases

you can purchase from soap suppliers, but

if you’re anything like me, you like

knowing and controlling exactly what is

going into your recipe—plus it’s fun to

make it from scratch! There are also free

recipes online that are… ok. But believe

me, I wouldn’t have gone on this journey

of creating my own version of a whipped

soap base if I had found a free recipe I

was satisfied with! Most of the recipes I

tried either had great bubbles, but left my

skin feeling really dry, or had lackluster

bubbles, but left my skin feeling soft (and

sometimes a little sticky!) 
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I made so many variations of this recipe

that I began to drive myself nuts, and

eventually had to set it aside for the sake

of everyone around me. After a few

months I finally felt ready to tackle them

again. Right out of the gate I made THE

BEST version imaginable, but I didn’t

write it all down (WRITE EVERYTHING

DOWN!) assuming I would remember

what I did. I did not remember. And I

chased that recipe for months. It was

painful. 

After one more hiatus and some serious

soul searching (“Why am I doing this to

myself?” I asked), I was finally ready to

finish up this crazy whipped soap journey.

I knew now, after almost a year, what I

wanted to achieve, and how I needed to

go about that. And the result is beautiful.

And worth it. And I hope you love it as

much as I do!

This book is divided into two sections:

Single Batch Mode and Master Base

Mode. It ends with a listing of

ingredients and tips/troubleshooting.

Read through the whole PDF before you

begin to have an overall feel for the

process!  



Microwave or hot place for melting 

Mixer with whisk and paddle attachment

Digital Scale

Silicone spatula

Heat resistant container for melting

ingredients

Jars for packaging

Piping tips and bags if you want to pipe 

TOOLS & UTENSILS

SANITIZE YOUR WORKSPACE &

EQUIPMENT

Before you begin your session, you need to

sanitize your workspace, equipment, mixing

utensils and mixing containers. To do this,

spray everything down with a bleach solution

(1.5 tablespoon bleach in 2 cups distilled

water). Let sit for 5 minutes to kill

contaminants. Wipe up with paper towels. 

Make sure you are following GMP (good

manufacturing practices) like covering your

hair, and wearing gloves. PPE (personal

protective equipment) is highly suggested

when working with fine powders such as the

SCI and Bioterge!
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Whipped Soap Recipe (page 10)

Shaving Cream Recipe (page 11)

Whipped Sugar Scrub Recipe (page 12)

SINGLE BATCH MODE

If you are making one type of product at a

time follow these steps and recipes! This is

great for just dipping your toes in and getting

a feel for what to expect before investing a

lot of expensive ingredients into a massive

batch!

Single batches include: 

Follow the Single Batch Process Instructions

for any of the above recipes. 
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Add your powder surfactants (SCI and

Bioterge) to a clean container. (fig 1)

Add your liquid surfactant (CapB) to the

powders. (fig 2)

Gently stir until a soft paste forms. (fig

3)

Set aside.

Prepare a hot water bath (or double

boiler). (fig 4)

As that heats, prepare your Phase 2

ingredients.

Add your stearic acid, powder sorbitol,

water and glycerin to a heat safe

container. (fig 5)

When your water is at a full boil, turn

the heat down to maintain a boil

without the risk of being splashed.

Add your Phase 2 ingredients in their

heat safe container to the water bath.

Allow the heat from the boiling water

to slowly and completely melt your

stearic acid. (fig 6)

PHASE 1

PHASE 2
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When the stearic acid has completely

melted, begin adding the surfactant

paste. (fig 1)

Stir often and break up any large

chunks. 

Continue stirring over heat until the

mix begins to look glossy and

gelatinous (it will jiggle like jelly!). (fig

2-4)

Remove from heat and allow base to

cool.

When the base reaches a temperature

of 120*F (or less) add your

preservative, fragrance and color, then

stir thoroughly. (fig 4-5)

Allow base to cool overnight (or place

in fridge to accelerate cooling) before

whipping.

When ready to whip, use a whisk beater

on low to begin adding air to the cream. 

Whip for 2-3 minutes until the whipped

soap can form soft peaks (or continue

whipping to form firm peaks if piping!).

(fig 6)

Pipe or scoop into clean jars.

PHASE 3
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You want to mix just until the

recommended consistency and not

more! If you over-mix, your piped

whipped soap might actually deflate

after packaging.  

Soft peak - This consistency it perfect

for any recipe that you DON'T want to

pipe. The mixture folds down upon

itself. Once you reach soft peaks, you

can spoon into jars. 

Firm peak - Firm peaks is where you

want to be if you plan to pipe your

whipped soap. Firm peaks hold their

shape and don't collapse down onto

itself. This allows the nice swirl affect in

the jar and keeps colors defined and

separate.  

 

F I N D I N G  T H E  R I G H T  C O N S I S T E N C Y

This blue mix was mixed too much!
It collapsed after packaging.  

Soft peak consistency.

Firm peak consistency.
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Step 1: Mix your whipped soap to

firm peak consistency. (fig 1)  

Step 2: Divide your mixture for each

color. In the example I added pink to

the entire batch and then divided it

and added purple to one.  

Step 3: Fold in color using a paddle

attachment or spatula. Don't over

mix. (fig 2) 

Step 4: Fill piping bags with each

color (don't cut the tips yet.) (fig 3)

Step 5: Cut and insert tip into an

additional bag. (fig 4)

Step 6: Cut the tip off of each

colored bag. 

Step 7: Evenly insert each color into

your tipped bag. (fig 5)

Step 8: Squeeze a little out until all

colors are shown. 

Step 9: Pipe into your jars! (fig 6)  

Piping a swirl is a lot easier than it

looks! 

 

H O W  T O  P I P E  A  S W I R L

1 2

3 4

5 6
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Add 10 grams daikon seed extract when

adding glycerin.

Add 5 grams kaolin clay when adding

fragrance oil (be aware that some serious

shavers dislike clay in shave cream).

Shave cream ideas:
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Once your whipped soap forms firm peaks, you

can switch to a paddle attachment on your mixer

or you can use a spatula to gently fold in sugar.

Mix just until combined and not longer! 

Whipped sugar scrubs are not easy to pipe,

however it is possible with this recipe. If using a

piping tip is too difficult, you can pipe the scrub

in without a tip, or simply spoon it into the jars.

Whipped scrub tips:
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MASTER BATCH MODE

If you are interested in making a base that

can be split and used in many different ways

follow this master batch recipe. 

The additional, and different ingredients

used in the three versions are then noted so

you can be sure to include them! This is far

and away the easiest way to use the recipes!
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Add your powder surfactants (SCI and

Bioterge) to a clean container.

Add your Liquid surfactant (CapB) to

the powders. (fig 1)

Gently stir until a soft paste forms. (fig

2)

Set aside.

Prepare a hot water bath (or double

boiler). (fig 3)

As that heats, prepare your Phase 2

ingredients.

Add your stearic acid, powder sorbitol,

water and glycerin to a heat safe

container. (fig 4)

When your water is at a full boil, turn

the heat down to maintain a boil

without the risk of being splashed.

Add your Phase 2 ingredients in their

heat safe container to the water bath.

(fig 5)

Allow the heat from the boiling water

to slowly and completely melt your

stearic acid. (fig 6)

PHASE 1

PHASE 2
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When the stearic acid has completely

melted, begin adding your surfactant

paste. (fig 1) 

Stir often and break up any large

chunks (you might want to use an

emulsion blender!). (fig 2)

Continue stirring over heat until the

mix begins to look glossy and

gelatinous (it will jiggle like jelly!). (fig

3-4)

Remove from heat and allow the base

to begin cooling.

When the base reaches a temperature

of 120*F (or less) add your preservative

and stir thoroughly. (fig 5)

Allow the base to cool overnight (or

place in the fridge to accelerate

cooling) before using. (fig 6) 

Now your base is ready to become

something awesome!

PHASE 3

Keep reading for how to use your base!
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No Peaks – the base won’t hold a shape
at all. 
Soft Peak (top pic) – When you turn your
whisk upside down, the peaks are just
starting to hold. They’re soft and melt
back into themselves after a second. 
Firm Peak (bottom pic) – Now when you
turn your whisk upside down, the peaks
will hold and the ridges are more distinct,
but the tips gently fold back on
themselves.

USING THE BASE

When using the base you’ll want to check
the texture as you go to prevent
overwhipping, which can lead to a whipped
soap/scrub falling or collapsing later on.
Once you reach firm peaks you should
switch from a whisk to a flat paddle (if using
a stand mixer), or gently fold in with a
spatula (if mixing by hand). 
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Portion off 260 grams of base and place into
a mixing bowl. 
Add 20 grams of glycerin (if desired).
Add 4.2 grams Fragrance/Essential Oil.
Use a whisk beater on low to begin whipping
air into the base. 
Whip for 2-3 minutes until the base can form
soft peaks (or continue whipping to form
firm peaks if piping!).
Use a flat paddle to incorporate mica (or
liquid soap colorant) into base.
Pipe or scoop into clean jars.

Add 10 grams daikon seed extract when
adding glycerin.
Add 5 grams kaolin clay when adding
fragrance oil (be aware that some serious
shavers dislike clay in shave cream.

SHAVING CREAM

While I think the base works perfectly as a
shave cream, you can always spiff it up a bit if
you want by adding extra glycerin. I find that
leaving it loose and not whipping it to a firm
peak texture makes it easier to distinguish from
the whipped soap (so you can promote them as
different products if you want)

To create shaving cream: 

Shaving cream ideas:

 



Portion off 260 grams of base and place
into a mixing bowl. 
Add 10-20 grams of any oil (if desired).
Add 4 grams Fragrance/Essential Oil.
Use a whisk beater on low to begin
whipping air into the base. 
Whip for 3-4 minutes until the base can
form firm peaks. 
If you wish to have multi color soap, split
your batch and use a flat paddle to
incorporate mica (or liquid soap colorant)
into base.
Place soap into piping bags.
Pipe (or scoop) into clean jars.
Leave as is, or top with cosmetic glitter,
soap embeds, bubble dough embeds and
more!

Add jojoba beads for light exfoliation and
a pop of color.
Top with chunky cosmetic glitter.
Top with soap embeds.

WHIPPED SOAP

This whipped soap has a smooth, creamy
texture that feels like mousse when applied
to skin. The base works perfectly as a stand
alone product, but can be customized to
include any oil you prefer to add label
appeal. It can be used directly on skin, but
makes the most amazing bubbles when
paired with a loofah, or washcloth. 

To create whipped soap:

Whipped soap ideas:
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 Add embellishments to your whipped soap!

You can add chunky bio glitter to create a
fun surprise when your customer opens their
whipped soap. Check out Good Glitter!

Fancy Sprinkles create fun toppers as well!
Find the recipe at Bath Fizz and Foam. 

https://thegoodglitter.com/?sca_ref=768886.kh3c3xX9lv
https://www.bathfizzandfoam.com/product/cosmetic-bath-sprinkles-recipe-process-guide/
https://www.bathfizzandfoam.com/product/cosmetic-bath-sprinkles-recipe-process-guide/
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WHIPPED SUGAR SCRUB

This creamy whipped sugar scrub gently exfoliates
and leaves skin moisturized and soft. It is much
harder to pipe whipped scrubs, and will take more
strength than piping whipped soaps, however it is
possible. If you don’t want to strain yourself
piping, you can always use a bag without a tip and
create layered colors of scrub, or simply spoon
the mix into your jars!

Because you are doubling the amount of product
by adding sugar, we suggest adding a small
amount of additional preservative to the sugar
scrub to prevent microbial growth. This will be in
addition to the preservative that is already in the
premade base. This step is not necessary when
using base to make whipped soap, or shaving
cream.

Portion off 260 grams of base and place
into a mixing bowl. 
Add 13 grams of any oil.
Add 10 grams of vegetable glycerin.
Add 8 Fragrance/Essential Oil.
Add 1.5 grams preservative*.
Use a whisk beater on low to begin
whipping air into the base. 
Whip for 3-4 minutes until the base can
form firm peaks. 
Add 260 grams of granulated white sugar
and incorporate with flat paddle.
If you wish to have multi color scrubs, split
your batch and continue to use a flat paddle
to incorporate mica (or liquid soap colorant)
into base.
Place scrub into piping bags.
Pipe (or scoop) into clean jars.
Leave as is, or top with cosmetic glitter,
soap embeds, bubble dough embeds and
more!

Add 5-10 grams of fine pumice to scrub in
addition to sugar.
Add jojoba beads to scrub in addition to
sugar.
Add poppy seeds to scrub in addition to
sugar.
Use half cane sugar and half granulated
white sugar for a more scrubby scrub.
Use salt instead of sugar.

To create whipped sugar scrubs:

Whipped scrub ideas:



INGREDIENTS USED & POSSIBLE SUBSTITUTIONS

SCI (Sodium Cocoyl Isethionate): a very gentle surfactant that creates dense foamy bubbles. This
ingredient should not be substituted. Many other surfactants were tested and this one was the least
drying in such high quantities. If you only have SCI noodles available it is highly suggested that you
use a coffee grinder to turn the noodles to powder as they take an excessive amount of time to
completely melt when in noodle form.

Bioterge (Sodium C14-16 Olefin Sulfonate, or Bioterge AS 90): a gentle, anionic, biodegradable
surfactant with excellent wetting and foaming properties even when used with hard water. You can
try substituting with SCS (Sodium Coco Sulfate), or even SLSa, however they might be more harsh
(and therefore more drying) than the Bioterge, and can potentially affect the texture. You could also
use SCI in place of the Bioterge, but we found the foaming properties of the whipped soap to be
greatly enhanced when the Bioterge was added versus just using SCI, and strongly recommend using
it.

CapB (Cocamidopropyl Betaine): amphoteric co-surfactant that improves flash foaming. It is used to
dissolve our powder surfactants and create our surfactant “paste” in this recipe. It adds stability to
the lather. You can substitute with Coco Betaine (which is not the same as Cocamidopropyl Betaine,
but is very similar and the two are often confused). We also tested Decyl Glucoside and found it did
work, but created a more liquidy texture until it was cooled off. Decyl Glucoside was also a bit more
harsh, so you might want to play with using less liquid surfactant if you go that route.

Stearic Acid: Used at 10%, stearic acid actually acts as a co-emulsifier in this recipe and helps to
thicken and stiffen up the base. We tested substituting with BTMS (either BTMS 25 or BTMS 50) and
the results were passable however the base will not be quite as firm as using stearic acid.

Sorbitol (powder): Sorbitol is a natural, sugar alcohol (generally sourced from corn) known to help
visibly hydrate skin when used in cosmetics. In this recipe it acts as a humectant, drawing water to
the skin to improve moisturization. It also helps to solubilize the whipped soap, increasing its ability
to spread smoothly onto wet skin and not bead away. Liquid sorbitol 70% can be used, but water
should be decreased by at least 30% if using liquid sorbitol. You could also use sodium lactate, or
more glycerin, however they don’t have the property of solubilizer the way sorbitol does, so you
might find you need to make further adjustments to prevent the soap from becoming hydrophobic
(beading off of wet skin)
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Water (distilled): theoretically you could substitute water for tea, aloe vera juice, coconut water or
other liquids, however none were tested. If you choose to do this, use caution to ensure your
substitution is sterile and clean by heating and holding for at least 20 minutes before using in an
emulsion. Teas and milks in particular can harbor bacteria when not properly sanitized, and aloe vera
juice or coconut water sold in stores often have other ingredients in them that will need to be listed
on the label and might have adverse/unknown effects when used in this recipe (basically we don’t
suggest it, but we know someone will ask!)

Oil/Butters: because this recipe relies on the power of gentle surfactants blended with humectants,
there is really no need to add additional oil and butter to the recipe, however we understand that
many might want to include them as added label appeal. Be sure to keep your additions low, as oil
will reduce your bubbles. Any oil or butter of your choosing will be fine.

Glycerin (vegetable glycerin): Glycerin is a humectant that helps draw moisture to the skin. It also
provides a gorgeous glossy appearance to the whipped soap and shaving cream. It can lend to a
sticky feeling if too much is used. You can substitute with sodium lactate, or propylene glycol.

Sugar: Sugar helps draw moisture to the skin and acts as a natural humectant. In the whipped sugar
scrub recipe it also acts as our main exfoliant. Sugar can be substituted in part or in whole for any
number of exfoliants such as salt, cane sugar, pumice, walnut shells, jojoba beads, coffee grounds,
ground oatmeal, almond flour, oat flour and more. 

Fragrance/Essential Oils (FO/EO): we used fragrance oils at 1.5% in our whipped soap formulations,
but you should always follow the listed usage rates (INCI) for your chosen FO/EO and adjust
accordingly. Keep in mind that a max usage rate is not the amount you need to use, it is the MOST
you should use–using amounts under that is also perfectly fine!

Preservative: For these formulations you MUST use a preservative! Not only do they contain water
in the recipe, they will also be used in the presence of water! We used liquid germall plus because it
is a broad spectrum preservative, compatible with surfactants and protects against bacteria, mold and
fungus with a wide pH range. Good substitutions would be Phenonip, Germaben II, or Euxyl K 712.

Colorants: any cosmetic safe colorant approved for use in wash off products may be used with these
recipes! That includes mica, lakes, and dyes. We found micas and liquid colorants were the easiest to
use!
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This version of the whipped soap provides a slightly firmer texture than the traditional versions listed
above. To use this base simply pull off 260 grams of base and add the same extras, in the same
amounts as previously listed. Keep in mind that none of the recipes need extra glycerin or oil, so it is
possible to simply add fragrance and color to the base and use it as it stands. 

If you have issues with your base collapsing then this firmer texture might be a better option for you!
Remember that the whipped scrub will always be stiffer than the shave cream or whipped soap! If
this base is too firm for you to pipe easily then it’s probably better to use the original base recipe!


